Reykjavik - Paris - Budapest - Jászberény - Transylvania

Thorri, Kristofer, Sigrun Fjola, Snaefridur
New friends – the girls with their host
They showed us Transylvanian Folk dances
The boys with their host and other new friends
The winters are cold in Gyimesfelsőlok
They don't forget to feed the birds.
This way!!!
A real adventure - beautiful town
Of course we tried the local cuisine.
Role playing at the museum.
Natural wonders - giant crater
Group photo at Saint Ana Lake - national park. We saw a wild bear with 2 cubs on the way up😊
Explorations – the local transportation is great
Time to work and time to play.
....also to study
....and birdwatching
The right ending to an amazing day.
It's time to say goodbye.
Goodbye Scoala Gimnasiala, Domokos Pál Péter, Lunca de sus. Thank you for a wonderful time.